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We cr?nsider large classes of continuous time optimal stopping problems for which we establish 
the existence and form of the optimal stopping times. These optimal times are then used to find 
approximate optimal solutions for a class of discrete time problems. 
I Weak convergence --optimalstopping 
0. Introduction 
‘This paper focuses on three problems in the theory of optimal stopping: 
(1) The determination of a broad class of continuous time optimal stopping 
problems for which optimal stopping times exist. This problem is treated in 
Section 1. 
(2) The explicit determination of existing optimal stopping times. This problem 
is treated in Section 2. 
(3) The connection between weak convergence and optimal stopping, aspects of 
which are treated in Section 3. 
A more detailed survey of the contents is given directly below. We remark here 
that we made no use of the “free-boundary” approach to optimal stopping which 
one finds, for instance, in Van Moerbeke [ 131 and Chernoff [3]. 
Let X = {XI, t 30) be a standard Markov process. Let f: [0,00)x R+ R be 
continuous. Let Ptt,xj represent he conditional probability P{ l 1 XI = x}. We define 
the optimal stopping problem for X and f as the problem of determining F, Tm 
where 
where T runs through stopping times and T,, i f it exists, is a stopping time that: 
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realizes the supremum. We prove in Section 1 that for a broad class of processes X 
and continuous functions f the optimal time Tao exists and is the hitting time of the 
closed set & = {F = f}. Our principal result is Theorem (1.3). This result covers at 
least the following cases: 
(A) X is standard Markov, f(t, x)= c(t)x where c is continuous non-increasing, 
ciaOand 
(H) X is standard Markov, f(t. x) = x - ut for a > 0, X has continuous paths, and 
jumps; a >O, b >O, 
&,(~~I X, - as = -00) = 1, all (t, x), 
- a (t + s ))+ d&,1 < 00, all (f, x). 
(C) X is a pure jump process with positive bounded 
g:[O,ooj+ is continuous, and Nt, x) = g(x)- QX - bt where 
&~~{!~hr g(X,) - ax, - bs = -00) = I, all (t, x), 
sup (g(Xt+s)) -- a&.+, - b(t + s)+ d&) < 00, all (t, x). 
s*o 
In Section 2 we treat the subclass of (A) where c(t)= e-*‘, h > 0. We show by 
elementary arguments hat for a class of processes X which includes, in particular, 
martingales and processes with stationary independent increments, there exists a 
positive x0 such that Tao is the hitting time of [XC,, ~6) for the process X, i.e. 
If X is a dif%ion the value x0 can often be characterized as a solution to 
xH(A, x)= 1 
where H is a smooth function related to Laplace transforms of first passage times. 
These results are treated in Theorems 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3. Applications are given 
covering Brownian Motion, Ornstein-Uhlenbeck processes, and Poisson processes. 
Our solutions in these three cases agree with those obtai ed previously by Taylor 
[ 121; our methods are different. 
In Section 3 w 
optimal stopping. 
sider the relationships betw 
ave a sequence of 
weak convergence and 
converging weakly to ;d 
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process Xoo. We define i 
F,tt, x) = sup f(T, X,,(t)) dPtsx)v ~2 s 00. 
Tat J 
Suplpose we can find T,, the optimal stopping time for the case IZ = 00 above. Can 
we use 7& as an approximation to T,, the optimal stopping time in those cases 
above where n is large? An affirmative answer is given in Theorems 3.2 and 3.3 
under restrictions motivated by Theorem 3.1. The latter theorem may be loosely 
paraphrased as follows: The optimal hitting Tao defined by 
W, x)=SUP W)XT d&x)= c(T~~)XT,, dPtt,,> 
Tat J J 
where X is brownian motion and c is decreasing, is given by 
T,=inf tsX,*G(t) 
where G is continuous, positive, non-decreasing. Similar results, subject to slight 
qodifications, would hold for most processes X with stationary independent 
increments. Our methods show, in particular., that when 
1 
c(t)= (A +Bt)” 4, 
and when X is brownian motion, we have 
G(t)= KJ(A+ Bt)/B, K constant. 
Our methods yield the square root form almost immediately; the determination 
of k requires other tools-see Walker [ 151 or Shepp [ 111. 
1. Some optimal stopping theory 
Let X = {Xt, t aO} be a real valued Markov process with the following properties 
(1.1) X is strong Markov, right continuous with left limits and P,{Xo = x} = 1, all 
XER. 
(1.2) X has the Feller property, i.e., for all bounded continuous f, T’f is continuous 
where 
(T’f)(x) = 1 f 03 Wx. 
(1.3) X is extended quasi-left continuous, i.e., for all increasing sequences of stop- 
ping times, T,,, if T, Too, then XT, exists P, a.e. and 
XT, +xT, P, a.e., all x. 
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We remark that (1. l), (1.2) and the version of (1.3) restricted to XT, + XT_ on 
{Too <: 00) defines a standard process; see Dynkin [S]. 
Let Z = {(f, X,), t 2 0) be the space-time version of X and let f be non-negative 
and continuous on [0, a)X . We will call f a return function. We assume f satisfies 
(1.4) For all (t, x): 
r sup f(t + s, x,+s) W,x>< 00 
J sso 
where, of course, 
expectation, i.e., 
J SUP f (1 S&O 
the integral is taken as the canonical vL:rsion of the conditional 
+ s, X+s) dPo,x, = E{sup f(t + s, X,,,) i X, = x}. 
SZO 
Remarks. We assume throughout this section that f(00, Xao) is 
a.e., i.e., f is continuous at infinity. 
Statement of rhe problem 
well.-defined &,,, 
To determine the optimal payoff F and the optimal stopping time Tao where 
J r W) F(t, x)=sup f(T, XT)d&)= f(zw XT,)dP(t,x)* Tat J 
(1.6) Remark. (I) The most interesting processes X will not satisfy (1.3), a 
hypothesis central to our development. However, a re-definition of X and f will 
often suffice to transform the problem stated in (1.5) into one where X satisfies 
(1.3). For example, if X is standard Brownian motion, and if f(t, x) = e-%+, then 
the problem (1.5) is identical to that problem involving the process X and the 
function f where XC = e?, and fcf, x) = x+, for now Xl + 0 a.e. as t + 00 and so 
(1.3) obtains. This construction will be elaborated on in th 2 next remark. 
(II) Let X be a Markov process which satisfies (1 A), (1.2) and where 
(l-7) 
I 
(a) Xt=Xo+ Yt+Z,, Yo=&=O; 
(b), X0 is square integrable; 
i 
(c) Y = { Yt, t a 0) is a martingale where, for all t 2 0, s 2 0 
and for some fixed K > 0: {( Yt+s - Yt)* 1 
(d) lZ&Kt, all ~0. 
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We list two classes of processes which have these properties: 
Class (1) 
xr=xo+ tcz(X,)dws+ J trn[x--) 0 J 0 
where o, m are bounded, W is Brownian Motion, X0 is square integrable, 
independent of W. 
Class (2) X = {Xt, t 2 0) is pure jump, range the integers, having intensities {A,} and 
transition probabilities {Q=} where, if T, is the time for a jump from state x: 
(1.9) 
t Px( T, > t} = e-‘xt, 
px(xT, = x + .v) = QM, 
( suph,<oo, 
x 
Our concern in later applications will be with determining F, Too for processes of 
Class (1) or Class (2) subject to a damping factor, i.e., we consider . 
(1.10) F(t, X) = sup VWT d&t,x~ = C( TCO)XT, d&,x) 
Tat J 
where C decreases in t. In order to use our soon to be developed theory on such 
problems, where, as explained in the last remark, we’ll rename our process as 
X = {C(t)Xl, t 2 0) and our return f(t, x) = x+, we must determine that (1.3), (1.4) 
hold. We state a result-see Mucci, [9, p. 71 for a proof-which gives us what we 
need. Similar results occur in Walker [14]. 
Proposition 12. Let X satisfy (1.7) and let C : [0, OO)+ [0, ~10) be non-increasing. 
Then 
(A) If Zt = 0, all t 3 0 and jr C’(t) dt c 00, then 
Ptt,x)(?ic c(s)X, = 0) - 1, all (t, x), 
(1.11) 
J 
sup c(t + s)IXt+s I dP(t,,+ 00, all 0, .x). 
SaJO 
(B) For general Z, (1.11) continues to hold provided 
(1.12) tc(t)+O as t-,Q 
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Devdopment of the Theory 
Let (1.1) through (1.4) hold. We will determine the general form of F, Tao defined 
in (1.5). 
(1.13) Definition. (A) G : [0,00)X + [0, 00) is called excessive if G is measurable 
and if, for all (t, x), all s 3 0: 
G(t, x)2 (T”G)(t, x) = 1 G(t + s, X+s) d&,x, 
and 
G(i, x) = h(T”G)(t, x). 
(B) An excessive G is called an excessive majorant of f if G afi 
(C) An excessive majorant G of f is called the least excessive mujorunt if, for all1 
excessive majorants H, of f, H 2 G. 
Grigelionis-Shirgaev [7] determine that f has a least excessive major-ant, fao, 
defined by the recursion 
fo = fi fn = SUP T%--I, foe = ff?l* 
ia 
Taylor [12] shows that the continuity of f and the Feller property (1.2; made fao 
lower semi-continuous. 
(1.14) Definitions 
co = w, x) : f (t, x) = foo(t, x)}, 
T,=inf t*G, (t,XI)d&. 
The lower semi-continuity of foe makes ro0 a closed set, and the hitting time, T,, 
is well-defined,, since f&o, Xoo) = f (a, X,), for we have 
t1.15) 
i 
f&@, Xa) = lim f=(s, Xs) exists P(l.xj a.e., 
S-+00 
~~(t,xjffco(CJO, Xi)= f(a9 Xao)}=l. 
A proof of (1.15) can be adapted from Neveu [lo]. We begin with the observation 
that 
ut.1~ fat, x)s J qf(t+s, Xt+sW’(cx) 
S&O 
‘This we can show inductively. Clearly 
foe, x)s J supf(t+s, xcsw~sx). 
sao 
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Assume this inequality obtains with fn on the left. Then 
fn+t(t, x) = sup fn(t + s, X+J dPw 
SBO J 
s sup JJ sup f 0 + s +- r, X+s+r) dP(t+s,x,+,) dPo,x) S,O ?a0 
= SUP SUP f 0 + r, X+r) dPtt,,, 
S*O J rau 
s J sup f (t + s, Xc+,) d&x,. SaO 
Inequality (1.16) noJv follows from fnTfao. 
Next, fix t < to < T, let B, = a{XS, s6 r}, and let Et,,,( l 1 B,} be a conditional 
expectation relative to the measure P(t,xj and the field B, Then, using (1.16): 
(1.16a) foo(r, XI&= E(t,x>Iswf(s, x3) 1 B,) 
SP? 
s Edsw f (s, X) 1 &I- 
slrto 
Letting I + 00, we have Ptt,x, a.e.: 
(1.16b) lim f& X+ lim E&sup f (s, XI) 1 B,) = sup f (s, X)0 
r&a0 r-+00 sat0 sat0 
Letting to + 00 and using continuity of f and (1.3): 
3% f&r, X) G f (00, X,) r+aO Pt,,xl a.e. 
Since f&r, Xr) a f (r, X,), the other direction is obvious. 
Theorem 1.1 
fao(w)= Jf~mn,xr,)d~o,,,, d(t,x)e[o,~)xR. 
Roof. Dynkin [6] shows the following. If E > 0 and r, = {(t, x): f&t, x)~ 
fct, x)+ E}, then with T, the hitting time for rE and with f bounded: 
f& x) = J f&k, XT,) d&x). 
It is clear that r, is closed, that rrlra and that T, Tco so that by OLlr quasi-lzft 
continuity assumptions 2%~ + XTa. Further, 
foo(t, x)s J f(C, XT,) d&x>+ &. 
Letting E -) 0 and using the quasi-left continuity of X, and continuity and 
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boundedness of f, we have 
Since f s fm and since foe is excessive and bounded, we’ve established our result in 
the bounded case. We now consider the unbounded case, subject as usual to (1.4). 
Set, for each a > 0: 
fa = min (f, a ), 
fp = least excessive majorant of fa, 
C =VfZ =L>, 
cl = @=L,, 
T, = hitting time for r,, 
N= = hitting time for &. 
IVote that k, c f’, that N, G T, and the b 3 a implies & af= by properties of least 
excessive majorants. Let foe = Tf o as a + 00. Clearly fa is excessive and f- 3 f, 
therefore fa 2 fao. On the other hand, fao 2 fa, hence fco ~fa, from which foe =&,, so 
that Ncr f Too, for if we set Nao = TN=, then Nao < Too while 
by lower semi-continuity of fb. But then 
which implies (N-, XN,)E K,, thus Nao 2 T=. 
Next, 
J f(Na* xNa)dp0,x)2 L(N,, X~,)dPtt,~) J 
a J f,(T,, XT,) d&x) 
since fa is excessive and Ta 3 Na. 
Since L is bounded, we have by Dynkin’s result, 
I j!2(Tfz9 XT=) ciPt&xJ=f,(t9 X)9 
so that 
I fN a9 
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Now, (1.4) allows us to use Lebesgue dominated convergence 
=dim fa(t, X)= foo(t, X)=faa(t, x). 
ata 
Since fao af and faD is excessive, the result follows. 
Theorem 1.2. 
F(t, x) = f&, x) = J f U-k XT,) dP(t,,), all i.t, X)E [0, a)xR. 
Proof. 
F(t, x) = sup 
Tat J f (T, XT) d&x) 3 J f (T,, XT-1 d&x) 
3 sup f&C XT) Wt,,, 
Tat J 
2 sup f CT, XT) Wt,x, 
Tat J 
= F(t, x). 
A generalization 
Consider the following situations: 
(I) To determine F, Too where N = {N,, t 30) is pure jump, where g is continu- 
ous, non-negative, and where, for A > 0 
F(t, X) = SUP J (g(T, NT) - A&) d&x, Tat 
(II) To determine F, Tm where X = {X,, t 33 0) has continuous paths, where g is 
continuous, non-negative, and where for A > 0: 
F(t, x)=w (g(T, &+AT)d&>. 
Tat J 
In both cases we have an added cost factor which removes the integrand from the 
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positive and, in a sense, bounded, type to which our previous theory applied. Since 
situations like (I), (XI) are very natural, we will extend our results to include a broad 
class of such problems. 
(1.17) Definition. We will call a process X which satisfies (l.l), (1.2), (1.3) 
extetided standard. Dynkin [S, p. 1041 defines as standard those processes X which 
satisfy (1. I), (1.2) and are quasi-left continuous. We will need a result from Dynkin: 
(1.18) Result [5, Theorem 10.31. Let X be a standard, G be open, 7’,‘, be the exit 
time from 6. Then X = {XgArG, t B 0) is standard. 
The replacement of standard by extended standard leaves this result valid. We 
remark also that the statement of Theorem 10.3 in Dynkin is somewhat finer, 
involving measure theoretic conditions; however, Dynkin shows that these can 
always be met if X is standard. 
(1.19) Definition, Let f: [0, 001 x [-a, a~)-, [-a~, ~0) be continuous. We say that f 
decreases moderately with X if there exist two increasing sequences of positive 
constants (a,), {b,,} where a,, Pa, a,, <b, < a,,+l, and 
(a) If A,, = (f:p -a,,}, then [0, a) x (-a, 00) c U,, A,, 
(b) If Pi is the exit time from An, then f(a,, X@Ja-b,. 
The idea behind this definition is that although f(t, Xt) + --OO as t + 00 is possible, 
this convergence doesn’t ake place too rapidly. 
Theorem 1.3. Let X be extended standard and let f decrease moderately with X. 
Suppose fcrall finite (t, x): 
(A) J If( t + s, X,+,)1 d&,1 < 00, all s 2 0. 
(B) J supf+(t+s, Xt+s)dP(sx)<m. 
s;ro 
(C) For all sequences T,, of increasing stopping times, t G T,, 77, we have 
Let 
J f Cm, & 1 dP(,x) + J f (7, x7) dP(t,,)- 
F(t, x) = sup f (T, A:T) dP(t,,), 
Tat J 
r,=(f=F}, 
TOO =hitting time of r&. 
Then rm is closed, jfao is a well-defined, possibly extended hitting time, and 
F(t, x) = J f (Tao, k,) d&z,. 
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Let A, = cf> -a,} where, if a, is the exit time from A,, then the closure B,, 
of A,, union its exit points (Us, Xc_) satisfies & c A,+l. By Dy.llkin’s theorem 
Xtn) = {xr**J is extended standard when confined to B,. Since f restricted to B, is 
bounded below by -an+r, we can use Theorem (1.2) as follows: 
Let (t, X&B,; let 
F,(t, x) = sup 
I f (T, XT) d&x,, 7W. onI 
r,={(t,xj~B,,f(t,x)=F,(t,xj}, 
T, = hitting time of rfi for paths beginning in B,. 
Then r, is closed in B,, T, is a well-defined hitting time with Tn s a,,, F, is lower 
semi-continuous on B,, and is the least excessive majorant off for the process Xc”” 
restricted to B,, and 
Fn(t, x)’ 1 f(Tm XT,)dpW,* all (t, X)E B,. 
Note that Fn increases on A,, all n 3 no, so that Fao = f’Fn is well-defined and lower 
semi-continuous on [0,00)x (-a, a). Now for any finite (t, x) and any stopping 
time T beginning at (t, x), (C) demands that 
But then we have Fao= F, for (1.20) shows F s Fm while the definition of E, 
demands Foe G F. 
We want now to be able to define Tao as the hitting time of {F = JC), and since we 
want this definition to make sense at infinity, we’ll establish that 
(1.21) Ptt,x)( lim F(s, Xs) = f (00, Xao)} = 1, all finite (t, x). 
S+=) 
We refer the reader back to the proof of (1 .lS), noting here only that (1.16a) holds 
by reducing to F, and then passing to limits, while (1.16b) holds from the fact that 
sup,,, f(s, Xs) is bounded above by sup,,, f’(s, Xs) and below bv f (to, Xb); then I 
we use (A), (B). Thus, Too is well-defined since F(w, Xoo) is well-defined. 
Let’s next consider the times Tn. Clearly, fdr II 3 no and on paths starting in 
A,,,,, T,, is increasing in n, thus T,, f T,, and our proof will be coml.,leted if we can 
show that Tic = Taa, for, by (C): 
F(h xl= tF& 4 = i’ J f(L XT,) d&x)= J f(T,, x7-*) df’o,,,. 
Fix finite (t, x )E A,. NOW F(t, x)> -00, thus Pt&f(T,, XT*) = -a)} = 0, so that for 
almost all paths beginning at (t, x), there exists PZ, possibly de 
with (T*, XT*)E A,. Then by extended quasi-left continuity, there exists m suc:h 
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that the entire path, {(s, X,): s E [?, &]} c A,. But then 
f(I&, XT*)= lim f(T,,, X&4+ EST,, XT") 
n-m0 
slim F,(T,, XT,)~F,U'*,XT,) 
n 
where the last inequality depends on the lower semi-contirluity of F, and where the 
next to last inequality depends on the monotonicity of F, in E on A,. Thus, 
Tc 2 Tao. On the other hand, Tn G TronG.m, SO T* s Too. 
(1.22) Remarks on discrete time optimal stopping. The theory developed above 
holds for Markov processes that move on a discrete time lattice Ikr, k = 
09 I,?, ’ * l ), F > 0 provided the discrete analogues of hypotheses involv .;\g tran- 
sitions p(t, x, dy) are used. ): L point of fact, the theory fa!ls out much more simply 
and with fewer hypotheses and we will not develop it here. 
2. Applicaitions 
Let X = {Xg, t 2 0) be a standard process which is homogeneous in time, i.e., 
P(t.l) = P,. This assumption will hold unless we specify otherwise. Assume further 
that for ~41 A >O: 
Then, we have from Theorem (1.3) in conjunction with Remarks (1.6) that there 
exists K&e a closed set, and its hitting time, Tab such that 
((2.2) F(t, X) = SUP e-ATX~ dPtt,,> = e-AT-&& dP(,,,. 
T*t I I 
It will be convenient to use a different notation for stopping times. Since Tao is a 
hitting time, we can restrict our stopping time considerations exclusively to hitting 
times, sncil given any closed r, we will let 7 be the time it takes to enter r, starting 
from (t, x), and x, the increment in distance required. We then re-write (2.2) in the 
fOIT&l 
F(t, x)= sup e -A(‘+7)(x +x,) cBPx = 1 e-A(f*~=)(x +x,) dP, 
ywhere T~ is the time it takes to travel from (t, x) into &,. 
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Now &, is specified by 
(2.4) (t, X)E I’- clr, e-% 2 sup e-h(r~T’(x +.x,) dP, 
7>0 I 
which we write in the equivalent form 
(2.5) (t,x)d-ii~x~H(x)= I sup e J -%, dP, T>O 
J 
, ifx#O, 
1 - ewA’ dP, 
sup e 
J 
+xT dPo, if x = 0. 
T>O 
In most of the analysis which follows we will consider x f 0, the case x = 0 being 
either similar or irrelevant. 
The description (2.5) demands that rao have form 
(2.6) C, = {(t, x): x 2 H(x) or t = 00) 
We now use r. for the hitting t: le of r, starting from (t, x); we have 
(2.7) H(x)= 
J 
e -ATo XT0 dP, 
J 
, x#O. 
1 - eVATo dP, 
(2.8) Remark. We introduce some definitions and notation which will facilitate the 
statement and proof of the next theorem. 
(I) Let a <x < b be in the state space of X Let 7 be the exit time from (a, b), 
starting from x, and let x, be the distance travelled from x at exit time. If, along all 
paths where r C 00 we have x +x, E {a, b}, we will say that X dl aesn’t skip, states. 
(II) Two states a < b in the state space of X will be called non-conGguous if 
there exists e in the state space of X and c E (a, h). 
Theorem 2.1. Let X = (Xl, t 2 0) 84 a standard process which satisfies ii2.1) and 
which doesn’t skip states. Suppose further that for all 0 6 a < b G 00 where a and b are 
non -contiguous, there exists x E (a, b) where, if T is the exit time from (a, b ), starting 
atx: 
PJTcoo)= 1, 
(2.9) 
x 2 
J 
eBA7(x + x,) dP,. 
Then there exists a finite x0 a 0 such that 
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We have 
es%, ifx 2 x0, 
F(t, x)= 
-A7o dP,, ifxcxo 
where ~0 is the hitting time for x0, starting from x. 
Proof. Note first that x < 0 implies (t, x)& L, for from (2.1), we can always do 
better than the negative value e -% simply by continuing on to Xao. Thus, if r&, is 
not of t3e proposed form, then (2.6) demands the existence of nor-contiguous 
Osa<g<oo with aaH( baH(b) but x<H(x), all xE(a,b). We note next 
that for all such x, the time, ro, to travel from (t, x) into f’* is the same as the time 7, 
to exit (a, b), starting at x, for X does not skip states. From (2.7), for x E (a, b) 
I 
e -ATox~o dP, 
xcH(x)= 
I- e 
I 
. 
-“‘O dP, 
On the other hand, for some x E (a, b), and using (2.9) and the equivalence r = ro: 
XM > J e- A7O (x + xv,,) d-E so that we reach a contradiction. 
Thus raO={(t,x):x~xo r t = 00) and it remains to show that x0 is finite. If 
x0=00, then&= {(t, 00) :t 3 0) and using (2.1) we would have F(t, x) = 0, all finite t 
with (t, x)& ro0, leading to the contradiction F(t, x) < e% for (t, x)& IT& x > 0. 
(2.10) Remark. The class of processes X for which (2.9) holds is probably quite 
large. It includes, for instance, super martingales for which the first half of (2.9) 
holds, for we have, with 0 6 a cx c 6, and r the exit time from (a, b): 
x2 J (x+x7)dPx=z e-“‘(x+x,)dP,, J 
An application todiffusions 
Let X = {Xt, t2 0) be a diffusion. For 0 G x s y < 00 we assume 
Px{ry <C-T! = 1, r,, the hitting time for y, 
I ewA’ dk, ?s continuous in x, all A > 0, 
(dldx) j eBA’ y dP, is continuous in x, all x < y, A ~0, 
H(& Y I= l&f, (dldx) j e-*‘iv dP, ex?sts and is continuous in y. 
! 
core Let X be a diffusion satisfying (2. l), (2.9) and (I) through (IV) above. 
Assume xH(i, x) = 1 has a unique non-negative solution, call it x0. Then 
(2.11) r~={t,x):x~xoort=oo). 
Further, x0 > 0. 
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Proof. First x0 > 0, for if (0, t)~ rao then for all 7 we would have 
Oa e J +XT dPo, 
but using (I) with T = q, we would then have 
OB ye J -% dPo >0, 
a contradiction. 
If I’ <x0, and if 70 is the time to hit ~0~ starting from X, then, from (2.5): 
(x0-x) eeAto dP, I 
(2.12) xc- J . 
l- J eWA70 dP, 
Using the Mean Value Theorem on the denominator, there exists z E (x,, x0) with 
l- e J d -ATo dP, = (x0- x)- dz J emAT dPz, 
so that, (2.11) becomes 
J e -Are dP, 
xc 
d 
iill e J -Aro dP, 
Now let x +x0 so that z +x0. Our hypothesis (III, IV) leads to 
1 
xoS H(h, x0) 
On the other hand, if x0 G x s x 1, and if 71 is the time to reach xl, starting from x, 
t;len since the best policy at x is to stop at X, we have 
i.e 
e’*‘x 3 
J 
e-A(‘+rl)xl dP,, 
(x1 -x) J emAT dP, x 3 . a 
l- e J ‘+I &J” 
Repeating our reasoning above, we have 
1 
xl a H(A, xl) 
(2.13) 
tation 
Example. The stationary Ornstein-Whlenbeck process has the represen- 
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where W is standard brownian motion, X0 is n(0, b), and W and X0 are indepen- 
dent. The transform 
#(x, x0) = 1 e-**O dP,, x c xo 
satisfies 
c(r(llEo)= 1. 
This equation is solved in Darling-Siegert [4]. When a = b = A = 1, the solution 
takes the relatively simple 
5 
m 
exzeraR dt 
4(x, x0)= 
I 
: 
exo-t-t2/2 dt 
0 
The process X can be shown to satisfy the hypotheses 
consequently the optimal x0 is the unique value for wlhich 
of Theorem: . (%.2), 
d 
x0 lim - 
xtxo dx 
aD 
eXt--t2/2 dt 
Jo 
Pa -= 1. 
J exo-r2/2 dt 0 
Straightforward calculations reduce this to the equation 
X0e 
(-1/2)x8 
xi+ ,a3 -= 1 
1 ,c4/2)r’ (.jt -x0 
for which 
Theorem 
the solution is x0- 0.839, agreeing with Taylor [12]. 
2.4. Let X = (X*, t * 0) be a standard process atisfying (2.1) and Aaving 
independent stationary increments. Assume for x < y that Px(q < a} > 0. Then there 
exists finite x0 > 0 with I& = {(t, x) : x a x0 or t = w}. 
Since Px{7y < 00) > 0, we see that (t, X)E I’- * x :- 0. Thus (t, n) E & if and 
only if 
sup e 
I 
-“‘x, dPx 
(2.14) x > 7’o . 
1 - eehT dPx 
I 
The assumption that X has stationary independent increments implies that the 
right side above is a constant not dependent on x. Let tilis constant be x0. As in the 
last theorem, x0 is necessarily ffinite. 
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s. (I) Let X = {Xt, t 30) be Brownian Motion with drift m 
variance a*. Then X has continuous paths and stationary independent increments, 
so that if r. is the hitting time of x0, starting from x <x0, we have 
J e -ATo dP, = e-(~o-xWW 
where 
from which it follows immediately that 
and 
e-Arx if x S x0, 
F(t, x) = 
x0 e+’ e -(Xl-J -x)<>(A) if x2x0. 
This agrees with Taylor [12]. 
(2) Let X = {XI, t 2 0) be a stationary independent increment pure jump process 
with state space the non-negative integers and with a11 jumps positive. More 
specifically, if T is generic for jump times, and if x, z are non-negative integers, 
with z > 0, then ihere exists fixed ~1 > 0 and some fixed probability 6 on the positive 
integers with 
P,(T > t) = Cat, 
We will assume c t20(z) < 00, from which it follows fairly easily that conditions, 
(1.7) are met and Theorems 1.2, 2.3 are available. Letting r. be the timr! to exit 
[0, x0) where x0 is the optimal stopping vallue, we see that 
r e -“O z, dP,,+ 
x0-1< r . 
1 - 
J 
eDAT dPxo-l 
However, 7. = .T, the jump time from starting point x0 - 1, so that we have 
J e -“*zT dP,,_I 
(2.16) x0-1<- b -, 
1- 
J 
ewAT dPxo-I 
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Likewise, since x0 is optimal: 
J ewArzT d&, 
(2.17) x02 
1 - ewAT dP, J 
where again we are using T generically as the jump time from any given starting 
point. 0ne calculates that the right side of (2.17) is (a/A) c t@(z), so that x0 is the 
smallest integer with 
(2.18) x0+ r@(z). 
For the case 0(l) = i, we have as optimal payoff: 
e-5, if x S x0, 
(2.19) F(t, x)= x0-x 
-iit 
e p ifx<xo 
and this agrees with Taylor [ 121. 
3. Weak convergence r lated to optimal stopping 
Let X = {X, t 30) be brownian motion with non-negative drift. We assume 
~{XO = 0) = 1. Let c : [O, a)+ (0,309 be strictly decreasing, continuous. We want to 
determine I’m9 Too v here 
619 F(t, x)= SUP c(T)XT d&)= ~.(Tao)xT, d&t,+ 
Tat J J 
We will be able to use the characterization of Theorem 1.3 for r&, provided, for 
instance 
. 
I 
P~o,o~{li_~~ c(t)Xt exists and is finite} = I 
(3.29 r 
The restriction to P (o,o) in (3.2) is allowable since X hirs stationary independent 
increments. Conditions (3.2) will hold if, for instance, in analogy with Proposition 
(1.19, we have 
(3.3) lii tc~(t)=Mcm. 
We restrict c so that not only (3.3) holds but also 
(3.4) c’, the derivative of c, is continuous with strictly &creasing absolute value, 
and Ic’(t)/c(t)l is non-increasing in t. 
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eore . Let X be brownian motion with non-negative drift; let 4: satisfy (3.3) 
and (3.4). Then rW, the optimal hitting set for the problem defined in (3 p 1) is given by 
&,={(t,x):xaG(t)ort=@ 
where 
(I) G is non-decreasing. 
(II) ForaNs>O, all Osrstss: 
G(t)- G(r)s$$(t - r) 
where A4 is a universal constant r?nd B : [0, 00) + (0, 00). 
Proof. (t, x) E &, if and only if 
(33 c(t)lrc 2 sup c(: + 7)(x +x,) dPtt,x> = F(t, x). 
T>O I 
Given any x c y, with T the time to travel from x to y, we have Px{ T < 00) = 1, 
therefore F(t, x)>O, hence (t, X)E I’,, implies x > 0, and we can re-write (3.5) as 
J c(t+7) XT d&x, 
(3.6) (t,x)EC+x~sup 
c(t) 
7>0 
l- 
I 
c(t+7) l 
c(t) 
dh,x 1 
Now we know that r can be restricted to hitting times of closed sets, j’: and that the 
fact that X has stationary independent increments gives 7, the hitting time of r, 
starting from (t, x), the same stochastrc structure as #, the hitting time of I‘- (t? x), 
starting from (0,O). This allows us to re-write (3.6) as 
J c(t+7) 
(3.7) (t,x)&&x~G(t)=s~p. 
40 
X Wo,o> 
T>O 
l- J ’ ; t;’ dPC,,o,’ 
Further, (3.4) implies 
(3.8) --a---_ 
_&s+‘) c(t+r) 
c(s) c(t) 
so that G(t) is non-decreasing in t. It is also clear that G(O:I> G. Next, if 
0 <x C G(t), the reasoning which led from (3.5) to (3.7) allows the following 
definition of G: 
J c(t+~o) 
6% 
.c (t) 
Xc, dP(o,o, 
G(t):=-- - 
l- J c(t+70) CO) @(O;O, 
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where r. is the time to reach G, starting from (t, x). Fixing x = $G(O), we can 
re-define G with 
(3.10) G(t)= sup 
7*)71 
J c(t+7) c(t) .K Wo,o, 
l- 
I 
c(t +r) 
c(t) 
dhho, 
where r1 is the time to travel from zero to G(O)/2. That is, we are free to deF,,le G 
through stopping times which are strictly bounded away from zero so that the 
denominator above does not get too small. Let us now prove (II). We set 
J c(tr7) X Wo,o, 
(3.11) G(t, T)= 
c(t) 
l- J 
c(t+7) l 
c(t) 
~~~o*o, 
We first get bounds on G(s, T)- G(t, r), s 2 !. 
By straightforward calculations 
II c(t+7) c(t) X Wo,o, - r c(s+7) ----XT dP(O.0) J 4s) I 
s sup J I c(s+r) c(t+r) I lx I wo,o> r&O 4s) - do 
+pI - 
C(S) 
for some universal M > 0. 
Likewise, 
IJ 
c(t+7) Wo,o) - J 
c(s +7) 
c(t) 4s) dP(O.0 1 I <-t-s c$ I 
where we again use M for a generic universal constant, not necessarily the same 
from case to case. 
But then, for all 7 2’71 where 71 is as in 
A4 Is-t1 
G(s, r)- G(t, +e--- - 
c*(s) W, s) 
where 
B(? s) = (I- 1 ‘($1;) dPtoVo,)l, 
(3.10): 
and the latter quantity, with r 2 71, is bounded away from -Pero. Finally, given E > 0, 
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t G s G so choose T 2 q so that 
G(s) s G(s, T)+ E. 
We then have 
G(s)< G(t, T)+E + 
MIS - tl 
c2WW, s) 
sG(t)+e + 
MIS - tl 
B(so) 
where B(so) = inf,,,, c~(sO)LI(T, SO). 
(3.12) Remark. (I) Let X be standard brownian motion; let c(r) = (A + I&)-‘, 
r>#,A>O, B>O. Then 
J 
WA + W + TN-’ d&o,o, 
G(t) = sup (A + Bt)’ 
J 
. 
7>0 
1 - (A + Bt)’ (A + B (t + T))-~ dPto,o, 
Using the fact that X,. %X+2 for X standard brownian motion, setting (II = 
J(A + Bt)/B and substituting in the integral above, we have 
G(t) -= K&A + Bt)IB 
where 
Kr = sup 
7>0 
We see then that 
J 
X 
(1 dP(O.0) 
J 
1 
. 
l- (1 + T)r WW> 
ra, = {(t, x):x 3 K&A + Bt)/B or t = 00). 
The constant K, is determined by Walker [15] and in special cases by Shepp I:111 
and Taylor [12]; we will not pursue this problem here. 
(II) The last theorem, although restricted to Brownian motion with non-negative 
dri?t, can be cxtended, with minor changes in hypotheses and conclusions, to a large 
class of processes with stationary independent increments. Again, we will not 
develop these generalizations here. 
Weak convergence 
For each n, let X, = {Xn(t), t = n@(n), m = 0, I, 2,. . . ) be a discrete ltimt 
Markov process whose time parameter lives on the lattice (n@(n)} where 4(n -t- 1) 
divides 4(n), and d(n )+ 0 as n + 00, for instance, we migh,t have c,5 (n ) = 2-“- 
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assume X, is governed by a transition p,,, i.e., 
(3.13) P{X,,(t+#(n))Edy IXn(t)=xl=pn(viy). 
Letf:[O,oo)x + [0, 00) be continuous. We define 
(3.14) 
where it is to be understood that T runs through ~~opping times on the lattice 
(n@(n)} where P$$ the probability on process X, initial state 
x). In that extended times be available assume alwr,ys 
(3.15) P$${f(q X&Q))=O}= 1, aU (t, x), a?! n- 
For each n, extend the Xn to CIO, co) by the standard interpolation: 
X,(t)= 
Nm WW- t)x 
4(n) n 
[m4(n), (m We will continue to use X, as notation for the inter- 
polated process we’ll use Pen) (t,x) conditioned on x. Where no 
for P[$J. Now assume X=, a standard 
continuous p& x, such t)rrat 
the intended convergence is convergence on C[O, under all initial 
(t, x) in the statk space of X,, for large n, i.e., under all (t, x) t is on #b(n) 
lattice, large vs. of convergence s e Billingsley [l] Whitt 
[I61 
assume that f (00, X&O)) 0) = all (t, x) anid 7&, exists where 
(3.17) x) = sup 
Tat I 
f (T, Xx,(T)) d&t,,, = 
I 
f (Tao, X&L)) c&,x, 
and Tao is the hitting time of the closed set ra0 = (f = Fao}, and Foe is the least 
excessive majorant under pa0 off. Our objective is to relate Fao to F, through Too in 
a manner to be made precise below. We begin with some assumptions. 
Assumptions 
(3.18) For all n 6 00 and for all (t, x) in the space-tiple range of Xn: 
P(t,,){lim f& X(S))= Ol= 1, 
s+aD 
sup 
n I sup If 0 + s, X0 + s)l d&t,,> < 00. S 
Thus, we interpret f(oo, X,&o)) = 0, as already indicated above. 
(3* WfO 1’ , x 
If09 dl ’ I 
increases inx, decreases in/, and for all f%.iie t, x,s: If(t + s, x)- f(t, x)1 s 
s I f or some universal constant 
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(3.20) There exists G E C[O, 00) non-decreasing in I with 
ra={(t,x):x>G(t)or t=m}. 
(3.21) For all (t, x): 
PO*% 1 { f-l u {Xm(Tco+s)~G(Tio+s)}]= 
e>O 
conditional on {Too c 00). 
(3.22) For all large n, F&, is excessive for discrete time X,, i.e., 
E&@(n), x)2 f F,((m -+ J)W), YIP&, dy). 
(3.23) Comments on the >ssumptions. (I) The determination of rCO though non- 
decreasing, continuous G is motivated by Theorem 3.1. 
(II) Assumption (3.21) prevents Xc0 from moving away from rot, once it hits ,Koo. 
This is a rather weak assumption, true, for instance, when Xclo is brownian motion 
and G has less than infinite slope everywhere- a proof is easily established by the 
local law of the iterated logarithm. 
Let’s now define T, as the approximate hitting time of ra, for the discrete time 
process X, : 
T, = 
minimal m4(n) 3Xn(t)E roe for t E ((m - 1)4(n), mqb(n)], 
00 if no such m exists. 
Our main result is that T, is approximately optimal for the problem defined! in 
(3.14). 
Theorem 3.2. Let Xn zX_ under all initial (t, x) in the space-time range of X,,, 
large n. Assume (3.18) through (3.22). Then, for all such (t, x): 
F,(t, x)= lim F,(t, x)= lim f(Tn, X~(T~)WO,O 
n+co n-0 J 
Proof. By Shorokhod’s theorem- see Billingsley [2]-there exist;; a probability 
triple (0, B, P) supporting random elements Y, : 0 + CIO, a), n s co such that 
Yn 'X.9 nsm, 
(3.25) 
Yn(dcl)+ Y=(U), all 0 E 62. 
Since the metric on CIO, a~) is uniform convergence on all closed intervals [lo, to], it 
is easily seen from assumptions (3.20) and (3.21) that if V,, is the hitting #time Iof 
G(t) for the continuous time process X, and if Sn is the corresponding hitting time 
for U,, then 
(3.26) V, IS,,, all n G 00, 
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;and 
(3.27) S’r,+&,on{sa,cc~}. 
Clearly, (3.26) implies (3.27) by making hitting times C[O, +continuous where 
they occur. But then, by continuity off and Yn, we have 
Here we use (3.18) on {&, = ~0). Now (3.26) demands that 
(3.29) I;~(V.,X.(V.))dP(~,~)= J f& K(&)W, alI rs ~00 
and then Fatou’s Iemma pplied to the right and interpreted for the left yields (note 
I&, = T,): 
(3-w 1 f (T,, x,(W) dPtw,s @ J f(t’n, Xn( Vn)) dPtr,X>. n 
Now we want to replace V, by T, so that we can relate behaviour of discrete time 
X, to continuous time X,. Since 1 T, - V&Q(n),and c#b(n)+O, (3.18)demands that 
fpr large n 
Further, since G is non-decreasing and V, is the hitting time for G, and f is 
increasing in x: 
(3.32) fCTn, XSKWf(Tn, XdT,)). 
Consequently: 
Finally, assumption (3.22) and the properties of least excessive majorants gives 
Fao3F,, so that, using (3.33) 
(3.34) F,(t, x)= 1 f&o, X,(T,W~w~ lim ( NT-,, x,,(G)) dPtrx, t 
n 
dili Fn(t, x)s &(t, x). 
BI 
A related result for D[O, c)o) 
Let {Xm} be a discrete time sequence of integer-valued processes where Xn has 
time lattice {n@(n)}, and where has transitions governed by where, for all 
integer x, y : 
Qxdm +wJ(n))=v I (n&&Y))= x) =pn(x y), 
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Let the continuous time version of X, be defined by 
XM=X,(md(n)), if tE [m4(n), (m + 04(0 
Each X, is a pure-jump rocess with jumps occurring only at time values n~@(nlli. 
Let X- be a pure-jump continuous time process which lives on the integers, ‘hence 
is a random element in D[O, a~), and assume that Xan is non-explosive, i.e., X,, has 
at most finitely many jumps in finite time. 
(3.35) Note. We’ll assume also that the probability under all initial (t, x) that X,, 
jumps at some fixed s b t is zero. 
Now suppose X, ZX, on D[O, 00); this type of weak convergence is treated in 
Whitt [17] and Lindvall[8]. We want then to relate F, to Fao where, as usual 
F,(t, x)= sup f(T, X(T)) d&), n G a. 
Tat I 
Assumptions 
(3.36) f(t, x) is increasing in x, decreasing in t, continuous in t. 
(3.37) Z&{ lim f (s, x,(s)) = 0) = 1, all initial (t, x). 
S-+00 
(3.38) There exists non-decreasing G E C[O, m), with 
K.=((t,x):xaG(t)or t=a} 
and we agEi: interpret Tao = 00 on paths where X&t)< G(t), all 1. 
(3,39) For A large n, Fm is excessive for discrete time X,. 
Theorem 3.3. If Xn, Xao above satisfy X, zX* on DIO, w), and ij’ (3.35) through 
(3.39) hotd, then if T, = minima! mqS(n) where Xn(m&(n))a G(t), we have 
F,(t, x) = lim F,(t, x) = lim 
n-+oO n-+oo I 
f(Tn, X”(T,J) d&t,,). 
Proof. We remark, before entering into particulars, that Xn ZX,: is intended as 
weak convergence under all allawable initial (t, x). Also, note (3.35) constitutes an 
assumption which substitutes for (3.21) of the last theorem in thai: (3.35) implies 
that for smalls, JCa(Too+s)~G(Tao+s)on {T,~~}. 
Just as before, we replace by Yn, n s 00 where Xn 2 Yn and Yn + Ya in the 
[0, a~) metric for ezch path. Since all paths are integer valued, abId since 
executes at most finiteiy many jumps in finite time, we see that for a particular path 
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0, ,Y&o)+ Ya(ti) if and only if Y, eventually makes exactly the same jumps as Yoo, 
i.e., Y,(sk)= Y&t) where s L is the time of the mth jump’and further s: -sz. 
Since G is continuous and since Yn(w) looks like Y&W) except for a slight 
distortion of the time axis, we have S, + Sao on {&, < 00) where Sn, Sao are defined as 
in the last theorem. Also, since Yn(S,,) = Y&L) for large n on {S, < a}, and since 
f is continuous in t, we have, given (3.37), that f(S,,, Y,(S,))+ f(&,, Ya(&)). 
Continuing the logic and nctation of the previous theorem, noting that T, = Vm, we 
see that 
and that 
Foe 3 Fa, so that all conclusions follow. 
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